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ABSTRACT LOOP AUSTRIA 

Marc Adrian, Richard Kriesche, Helga Philipp, Gerwald Rockenschaub 

 

 

With Abstract Loop Austria from 28th January to 29th May 2016, the 

21er Haus is dedicating its first exhibition of the year to the 

constructive and concrete artistic trends in post-war Austria, 

which have often been overlooked. The display will be a 

concentrated group exhibition focusing on four Austrian artists: 

Marc Adrian, Richard Kriesche, Helga Philipp and Gerwald 

Rockenschaub. In order to give the show a broader international 

scope, works by the following artists will also be featured: Josef 

Albers, Marina Apollonio, François Morellet, Uli Pohl and many 

more. 

A solo exhibition on Edgar Knoop will open at the same time to 

celebrate the artist’s donation to the museum. At the heart of the 

exhibition are Knoop’s “kinetic light objects”, with works on 

display from the 1970s to the present day. 

 

In the reception of 20th-century Austrian art, post-war 

constructive, concrete art – a major international movement – has 

been “pitifully sidelined” (Dieter Ronte). Yet there were diverse 

points of both departure and contact in Austria, such as Viennese 

kinetic art, op, concrete, conceptual and computer art. 

 

The focus of constructive, concrete art forms an important constant 

in 20th-century art history and was addressed time after time – 

under a variety of aspects – as for example in the postmodern neo-

geo movement in 1980s Vienna. 

 

“When a few years ago the decision was taken to revive the former 

Museum of the Twentieth Century, also known as 20er Haus, as 21er 

Haus, this was by no means intended as a break with the past. On 

the contrary, the 21er Haus was created as a space that is firmly 

rooted in the tradition of the prior institution, while at the same 

time offering contemporary Austrian artists a platform within the 

international art scene. The exhibition Abstract Loop Austria 

succeeds in bridging the gap to the past in a special manner, as it 

addresses a topic that also back in 1967 formed the focus of a show 

at 20er Haus” says Agnes Husslein-Arco, Director of the Belvedere 

and 21er Haus. 

 

The relationship between art, science and current events in the 

20th century was crucial. The foundation for the constructive, 



 

 
 

concrete art of post-war Austria had been laid by the radical ideas 

of modernism (Vienna Circle, twelve-tone music) at the beginning of 

the 20th century, the rejection of the figurative tendencies of 

Austrian expressionism, and the more general notion of a new 

beginning after the end of the Second World War. 

 

“Almost 50 years later, these approaches in post-war Austrian art 

are returning to the 21er Haus, thereby drawing our attention to a 

generation of artists who were – and are – important sources of 

inspiration,” states Husslein-Arco. 

 

“Marc Adrian and Helga Philipp explore the question of optical 

perception phenomena, while Richard Kriesche undertakes the 

artistic processing of rational and scientific principles. 

Meanwhile, Gerwald Rockenschaub ultimately developed a site-

specific work for the exhibition architecture available in the 21er 

Haus. While walking through the exhibition, visitors have to 

actively interpret a coloured ribbon that is over 90 metres long 

and whose ends are marked by a sheet of acrylic glass, because the 

work can’t all be seen at once,” says curator Axel Köhne by way of 

explaining the concept of the exhibition. 

 

 

Marc Adrian, The Responsive Eye and the birth of op art 

 

Marc Adrian had already considered the position of individual and 

multiple viewers in front of artworks in his work from the 1950s. 

He also participated in the legendary exhibition The Responsive Eye 

in New York City’s MoMA in 1965, which is considered the birth of 

op art. Adrian was not only one of the founders of Austrian 

experimental and avant-garde film, but had also focused on kinetic 

effects, temporal interferences and optical structural problems in 

his display cases and installations behind glass – as well as in 

his three-dimensional work (mobiles) and early experimental films – 

since the end of the 1950s. 

 

It was thanks to Marc Adrian that Helga Philipp came into contact 

with kinetic and concrete art. In her early black-and-white display 

cases and her Plexiglas works, she explored optical phenomena in 

line with op art. By employing new materials like acrylic glass and 

subsequently the silk-screen printing technique, she found an art 

form without a personal thumbprint. 

 

Richard Kriesche, on the other hand, translated the ideas of 

conceptual, geometric painting in to colourful objects in his early 



 

 
 

work, frequently on a ground of mathematical codes and defined 

rules. Later, Kriesche moved from the ideas of concrete art to new 

media art and electronic imaging. 

 

In the Galerie nächst St. Stephan in 1968, Otto Mauer exhibited 

works by Adrian, Kriesche and Philipp in which the viewer was 

central and became a participative element: movement, time and 

perception are combined conceptually in the artworks themselves and 

are subject to the viewer. 

 

One year prior to that show, the groundbreaking international 

exhibition Kinetika took place upon the initiative of Werner 

Hoffmann in what is now the 21er Haus. The Austrian and 

international artistic strategies share an interest in kinetics or 

movement, time, rules, structures and analysing the conditions of 

perception by the viewer. A partial reconstruction of this 

exhibition can be seen at the 21er Haus from 7th April. 

 

  



 

 
 

International network via the Nouvelles Tendances 

 

A further platform for international discourse was provided by the 

avant-garde movement Nouvelles Tendances in Zagreb, which organized 

five pioneering exhibitions between 1961 and 1973; one of the 

movement’s founding members was Marc Adrian. Helga Philipp and 

Richard Kriesche also took part in the exhibitions, which were 

dedicated to visual research through artistic means and officially 

included the computer as a medium and technique for artistic work 

as early as 1968. 

 

New generations, new technologies: Gerwald Rockenschaub 

At the University of Applied Arts, Gerwald Rockenschaub was not 

only a student of Helga Philipp, but moreover in the mid-1980s he 

focused his attention on optical research of the surface and 

structure of artworks while also exploring visual perception, 

taking the visual codes of everyday culture and new information 

technologies into account. Later, painting was replaced by 

mechanical techniques and industrial materials (films, Plexiglas) 

and he integrated club culture, techno music and computer 

technology into his artworks. 

 

By means of a concentrated juxtaposition of works by Marc Adrian, 

Richard Kriesche and Helga Philipp, Abstract Loop Austria 

demonstrates how Austria made an important contribution to op art 

in the late 1950s, the 1960s and 1970s, and how Gerwald 

Rockenschaub has continued this tradition in the next generation of 

artists, bringing it into postmodernism and the present day. 

 

 

  



 

 
 

ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES 

 
Marc Adrian (born in Vienna in 1930, died in Vienna in 2008) 

studied sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna under Fritz 

Wotruba after the Second World War. In 1951 he was a guest student 

at the Académie de la Grande Chaumière in Paris under Ossip 

Zadkine; in 1953 he studied under Marino Marini for one semester at 

the Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera. He joined the Wiener Gruppe 

(Viennese Group) in 1953/54. In 1957 he published the manifesto Die 

Theorie des methodischen Inventionismus [The theory of methodical 

interventionism]. 

In the early 1950s he started to focus on movement, rhythm and 

optical structures; this resulted in his Sprungperspektiven [Jump 

perspectives], his first mobiles in 1954 and from 1955 the 

Hinterglasmontagen [Installations behind glass]. He developed an 

interest in experimental film in the late 1950s, then in art 

generated by computer programs from the mid-1960s. 

Adrian was involved in the exhibition series Nouvelles Tendances in 

Zagreb from 1961 to 1968/69, exhibited at ZERO 3 in Düsseldorf in 

1961, participated in the show The Responsive Eye at the Museum of 

Modern Art in New York City in 1965 and in the exhibition Kinetika 

at the Museum of the Twentieth Century– today’s 21er Haus – in 

Vienna in 1967. 

 

Richard Kriesche (born in Vienna in 1940) lives and works in Graz, 

Austria. After studying graphic design and painting at the Academy 

of Fine Arts Vienna, he became Herbert Tasquil’s assistant at the 

University of Applied Arts Vienna alongside Helga Philipp in 1968. 

In 1969 he founded the art society pool, and later the poolerie, a 

media gallery for photography, film and video. Kriesche’s oeuvre 

ranges from painting, photography, video and computer art, 

installation and performance to multimedia art. In his serial 

works, he initially opposed an individual artistic thumbprint in 

favour of depicting objective structures; to this day, he still 

conducts artistic visual research, concentrating on the development 

of audiovisual media. 

Kriesche exhibited at documenta 6 and documenta 8 in Kassel, 

Germany, in 1977 and 1987, as well as at the 35th, the 42nd and the 

46th Biennale in Venice, becoming the first Austrian artist to be 

awarded a “menzione d’onore” in 1995. He was also one of the 

exhibiting artists at Kinetika at the Museum of the Twentieth 

Century – the modern-day 21er Haus – in Vienna in 1967, and in 

1968/69 he participated in the Nouvelles Tendances 4 in Zagreb. 

 



 

 
 

Helga Philipp (born in Vienna in 1939, died in Vienna in 2002), 

pioneer of Austrian op art, matriculated at the University of 

Applied Arts Vienna at the age of just 14 and studied sculpture 

under Hans Knesl. From 1965 to 2002 she taught Herbert Tasquil’s 

masterclass at the University of Applied Arts Vienna. 

Between 1962 and 1968 Philipp developed kinetic objects made of 

acrylic glass; from 1969 to 1972 she worked on screen-printed 

graphics. Acrylic glass and silk-screen printing were deliberately 

chosen means of expression: Philipp’s aim was to depersonalize the 

object of art and to renounce the older generations’ air of genius. 

The mid-1980s saw the creation of paintings in shades of black and 

grey; automated brushwork can be identified in this late body of 

work. 

Philipp took part in the exhibitions Nouvelles Tendances 3 and 4 in 

Zagreb in 1965 and 1968/69 as well as in Kinetika at the Museum of 

the Twentieth Century– today’s 21er Haus – in Vienna in 1967. One 

year later, she exhibited at Vienna’s Galerie nächst St. Stephan 

alongside Marc Adrian and Richard Kriesche, then at the Austrian 

Institute in New York City in 1973. 

 

Gerwald Rockenschaub (born in Linz, Austria, in 1952) lives and 

works in Berlin. From 1975 he studied history, psychology, 

philosophy and pedagogy at the University of Vienna before 

attending Herbert Tasquil’s class at the University of Applied Arts 

from 1978 to 1982. Rockenschaub’s early geometric-abstract painting 

– oriented towards the symbolic language of logos and pictograms 

among others – was considered part of neo-geometric or neo-geo art 

in the early 1980s, a countermovement to the figurative-expressive 

painting of the Neue Wilde (a German neo-expressionist movement). 

In 1987 Rockenschaub turned away from traditional painting to work 

instead with industrially manufactured materials such as acrylic 

glass, PVC and films, which allow a level of perfection that simply 

could not be achieved by hand. Without exception, his works from 

this point on are created on computers and are realized by 

specialist companies. The location and context of his works have 

now become important; his inflatable objects and large wall based 

works create new experiences of space. 

Rockenschaub has exhibited both in Austria and abroad on numerous 

occasions, including at the 45th Venice Biennale in 1993, at the 

mumok in Vienna in 2004, at the documenta 12 in Kassel, Germany, in 

2007 and at the Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg in Germany in 2011. 

 

List of artists on show: 
 

Marc Adrian 



 

 
 

Josef Albers 

Getulio Alviani 

Marina Apollonio 

Hartmut Böhm 

Dadamaino 

Kurt Kren 

Richard Kriesche 

Richard Paul Lohse 

Gerold Miller 

François Morellet 

Helga Philipp 

Uli Pohl 

Gerwald Rockenschaub 

Jorrit Tornquist 

Ludwig Wilding 

 

MONOGRAPH AND CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: 

MARC ADRIAN 
 

The catalogue raisonné on Marc Adrian will be presented during the 

course of the exhibition Abstract Loop Austria. 

 

Marc Adrian (1930–2008) was one of the most outstanding artists of 

the post-war, dissenting, international neo-avant-garde. As an all-

rounder, he invented new pictorial worlds and worked as a sculptor, 

painter, graphic artist, filmmaker, photographer and author in 

Austria and abroad. From 1950 to 1954, he studied at the Academy of 

Fine Arts Vienna under Fritz Wotruba, as well as studying in Milan 

and Paris. Inspired by typical constructive, serial mentalities 

latently operative in Austria’s history of music and ideas, he 

developed methodical interventionism while exchanging ideas with 

Gerhard Rühm and the artists of the Wiener Gruppe (Viennese Group) 

as early as the 1950s. Methodical interventionism is a universal 

concept for artistic production, ranging from visual poetry to 

mobiles, sound sculptures, assemblages and room installations. With 

his investigations into movement and perception, he contributed to 

the international movements ZERO, the Nouvelles Tendances and arte 

programmata, which led to him participating as the only Austrian in 

the large op art exhibition The Responsive Eye in New York City’s 

MoMA in 1965. He realized his philosophy of kineticism between 

media, in new art forms, genres and technologies, working in the 

first instance in the field of experimental film with Kurt Kren. In 



 

 
 

his language and media criticism, he was among the first artists to 

employ the computer as a random generator, and took part in the 

legendary exhibition Cybernetic Serendipity in London in 1968. His 

artistic career is analysed and his significance in the context of 

international developments is illuminated by reference to his 

literary estate. In the series of Belvedere catalogues raisonnés, a 

total of 800 approaches by Marc Adrian are documented that span 

both media and genres, with a substantial proportion of this work 

being published for the first time. 

 

  



 

 
 

Edgar Knoop 

subway 813 
 
28 January to 28 March 2016 

 

 

 
Edgar Knoop, © VG Bildkunst, Bonn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Edgar Knoop 

subway 813 
 
28 January to 28 March 2016 

 

 

The exhibition of Edgar Knoop’s work is taking place in celebration 

of a donation by the artist to The Austrian Gallery Belvedere. From 

28th January to 28th March 2016, the 21er Haus will present works 

from the 1970s to the 2010s. 

 

“A concentration on a few incisive elements, on colour and light, a 

reduction of form and material, and a focus on a very specific 

effect, exact planning, mathematical and technical calculations”: 

this is how curator Harald Krejci characterizes Knoop’s work. 

 

Since the 1960s Edgar Knoop has focused intensively on colour 

theory, the phenomenon of light and mathematical reflections on 

form. His works are the product of his scientific engagement with 

contrasts, light and lighting technology as well as new materials, 

which inspire his artworks. Knoop questions the reliability of 

scientific insights into colour and light and draws our attention 

to the psychological origin of our colour perception. His kinetic 

light objects emerge when the viewer moves around the object or the 

light source. Knoop’s approach is characterized by the artist’s 

fundamentally experimental attitude as a researcher and 

“constructor”. This makes itself felt in his clear, reduced design 

vocabulary, as well as in pictorial structures that vary according 

to specific mathematical patterns. Knoop’s multifaceted oeuvre 

encompasses collages, sculptures, installations, photography, 

tapestries, object art and art in public spaces. 

 

Relationship between art, science and technology 

 

Knoop shared his wealth of experience as Professor of Experimental 

and Applied Colour Theory at the Academy of Fine Arts, Munich, 

where he taught for almost 30 years. He creates image spaces by 

translating spectrums of light and colour into an aesthetic 

programme. Even now, the artist continues to systematically combine 

his knowledge about light and colour in his works. This exhibition 

at the 21er Haus intends to convey the last fifty years of Edgar 



 

 
 

Knoop’s artistic work and pay due tribute to his considerable 

endowment to the Belvedere.  

 

Edgar Knoop has lived and worked in Seeboden on Lake Millstatt 

since 2002. 

  



 

 
 

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY EDGAR KNOOP 
 

1936  born in Dortmund, Germany 

1957–60  LMU Munich (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München), 

philosophy and art history 

1960–65  Academy of Fine Arts, Munich, painting, graphic design 

(Jean J. Deyrolle / Paris) and art appreciation (Anton 

Marxmüller / Munich) 

1972–2000  Academy of Fine Arts, Munich, Professor of Experimental 

and Applied Colour Theory 

1997   Honorary Professor at the Georgian Technical University, 

Tbilisi 

1957–2002  Studio and residence in Munich 

 

Artistic career (selection) 

  

Colour design of the Klinikum Grosshadern, Munich 1981/82 

Colour design of the Clinic for Psychiatry and Psychotherapy at the 

Johannes-Gutenberg- Universität Mainz, 1986/87 

Set design for On The Chimborazo by Tankred Dorst, Elysium Theater 

Company, New York, 1987 

Artistic design of the exterior of the sports centre on 

Hochstrasse, Munich, 1990/1992 

Artistic design of the Wirtschaftsschule Senden, 1994 

“Mikado”, 3 stelae groups for the new buildings of the University 

of Augsburg, 1996 

Artistic design and art consulting for the open-plan office of Dr. 

Sennewald Medizintechnik GmbH, Munich, 2002 

Installation of two light-reflecting stelae in Seeboden, Austria, 

2008 

 

Teaching and lectures abroad (selection) 

 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, USA, 1974 

Hunter College, NYC, USA, 1974 

Institut Technologique d'Art, d'Architecture et d'Urbanisme de 

Tunis, Tunisia, 1987 

Fundación Universitaria Bellas Artes de Medellín, Colombia, 1988 

Faculty of Applied Arts, Helwan University, Cairo, Egypt, 1988, 

1990 

Faculty of Architecture, University of Damascus, Syria, 1990 

Dept. of Architecture and Technology, University of Alexandria, 

Egypt, 1990, 1992 

Summer Academy, Salzburg, Austria, 1993 



 

 
 

Georgian Technical University, Tbilisi, Georgia, 1997 

Kazakh National University of Arts, Almaty, Kazakhstan, 1999  

 

Numerous exhibitions both in Germany/Austria and abroad 

 

www.edgarknoop.at 

 

 

2016 at 21er HAUS: OP-ART IN FOCUS 
 

28 January to 29 May 2016  

ABSTRACT LOOP AUSTRIA 

Marc Adrian, Richard Kriesche, Helga Philipp, Gerwald Rockenschaub 

The show features 4 Austrian artists whose work is placed in an 

international context side by side with artists like Josef Albers, 

Dadamaino, François Morellet, Marina Apollonio and others 

 

28 January to 17 April 2016 

Edgar Knoop 

subway 813 

A solo show featuring the German artist and color theoretician from 

Dortmund 

 

April 2016 

Presentation of the Catalogue Raisonné about MARC ADRIAN 

 

From 27 April 2016 

Rück - Blick: Kinetika 1967 

A reconstruction of an historic exhibition about kinetic art at the 

former Viennese Museum of the Twentieth Century, today’s 21er Haus  

 

  



 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 

Exhibition ABSTRACT LOOP AUSTRIA 

Marc Adrian, Richard Kriesche, Helga Philipp, 

Gerwald Rockenschaub 

 

Edgar Knoop – subway 813 

 
Exhibition Duration 28 January to 29 May 2016 (Abstract Loop 

Austria) 

28 January to 17 April 2016 (Edgar Knoop) 

Venue 21er Haus, Museum of Contemporary Art 

Artists Marc Adrian, Richard Kriesche, Helga 

Philipp,  

Gerwald Rockenschaub and others 

Edgar Knoop 

Curators Axel Köhne (Abstract Loop Austria) 

Harald Krejci (Edgar Knoop) 

Contact 21er Haus, Museum of Contemporary Art 

Arsenalstraße 1, 1030 Vienna 

T +43 (01) 795 57-0 

Opening Hours Wednesday 11 am to 9 pm 

Thursday to Sunday 11 am to 6 pm 

Open on holidays 

Regular Tickets € 7 (21er Haus) 

€ 21 (21er Haus annual ticket) 

Public Relations 21er Haus Public Relations 

T +43 1 795 57-185 

M press@21erhaus.at  

 

Image material can be downloaded for media 

coverage free of charge at 

www.21erhaus.at/press 
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